
Details Review Activity 12AP 
Details- Specifics about a subject, person, location, object, etc. that give a vivid 

picture.  ALLLUSIONS are important to details.  Keep in mind, details can be 

linked to imagery—they ENHANCE imagery so you have a SPECIFIC picture in 

your mind. 

1. You and a partner will be given a bag containing an object.  DO NOT TAKE 

THE OBJECT OUT OF THE BAG!  DO NOT TELL ANYONE YOUR 

OBJECT. 

2. Brainstorm ten (10) details from OBSCURE to SPECIFIC, listing them on 

paper.   

3. The point is for people NOT to guess your object at the beginning, so you 

have to make your details very OBSCURE.   

4. Include at LEAST 5 allusions in your details. 

5. Your last clue/detail should be the answer.  Make these as difficult and 

outlandish as possible but still detail the object.    

6. Reflection- What is difficult about details?  How has this activity helped you 

understand details better? 
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